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Press Release 
 

Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. to Introduce New Product, Rotary Pick and Place System in 
Booth C-3704 at PACK EXPO, September 25 - 27, 2017 

 
New to the Pineberry line of packaging products, the Rotary Pick and Place System handles various hard 
to feed products by picking and placing them from one location to another with pinpoint accuracy and high 
speeds. 
 
Toronto, ON, June 29, 2017 – Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. will be exhibiting PACK EXPO Las Vegas 

with the Rotary Pick and Place System.  The pick and place solution engineered by Pineberry 

Manufacturing Inc. can be customized to fit specific production requirements.  Moving large, small, or 

hard-to-handle products is an easy and efficient task to automate in factory lines.  The Rotary Pick and 

Place System picks and places products consistently, accurately, efficiently and quickly for an increase in 

output and production, offering long-term savings.  

 

“New to Pineberry Manufacturing Inc., we’re excited to debut our four suction cup arm 

Rotary Pick and Place System in Las Vegas at PACK EXPO 2017,” states David 

McCharles, President of Pineberry Manufacturing Inc.  “The Rotary Pick and Place 

System automates the feeding of various sizes and hard-to-feed products into 

packaging and fulfillment lines, increasing order fulfillment and production rates,” 

continues Mr. McCharles.  “Manual pick and place requires repetitive motion over long 

durations resulting in ergonomic issues.  Automated high-speed pick and place robots 

increase efficiency, decreasing production costs and ergonomic issues.  The Rotary 

Pick and Place adds one more solution to our product line making Pineberry 

Manufacturing the go to solution provider for your feeding needs,” concludes Mr. 

McCharles.  

 

The Rotary Pick and Place System manufactured by Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. is designed for high 

speed picking and placing of products using robotic suction cup arms.  Products enter the Rotary Pick 
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and Place System through being loaded or picked from a hopper.  Using a custom end of arm tool, the 

products are picked and placed by the robot at the desired location.  The Rotary Pick and Place System 

provides extremely high-speed output, increasing productivity and reducing costs.  The Rotary Pick and 

Place System can place, collate, affix, or batch count flat products and 3-dimentional stackable items; 

ideal for multiple products or operation lines with limited space constraints.  

 

 

About PACK EXPO 

PACK EXPO International is the largest processing and packaging trade show in the world.  Co-located 

with Healthcare Packaging EXPO, the event features a marketplace of 2,000+ exhibitors displaying 

processing and packaging equipment and technologies for virtually every vertical market, drawing 

30,000+ attendees and offering free educational presentations in several venues on the show floor.  

Attendees include corporate managers, engineers, sales managers, plant managers, logistics and supply 

chain managers, manufacturers and production supervisors, brand and marketing managers, quality 

controllers, purchasers, research/development and package designers from a wide variety of consumer 

packaged goods companies (CPGs). 

 

About Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. 

Since 1984, Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. has been developing high-quality friction feeding, printing, 

packaging and custom automation solutions for the plastic card, packaging, distribution, food and 

beverage, pharmaceutical, graphic arts, and mailing and fulfillment industries.  Additionally, Pineberry 

specializes in integration, working with OEM’s and providing customized solutions for the most 

demanding environments.  Whether it is a standardized friction feeder, leaflet feeder, feeding and labeling 

bags, feeding cookies or an integrated custom solution, Pineberry has the expertise to provide 

exceptional products to make your project a success.  
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If you would like more information on these or other versatile innovations, please contact Chris Pereira at 

(905) 829-0016 or email chris@pineberryinc.com. 
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